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– PROSPECTIVE STUDENT’S FAMILY MEMBER
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Chartered by the state of Georgia in 
1785, the University of Georgia is the 
birthplace of public higher education in 
America—launching our nation’s great 
tradition of world-class public education. 
What began as a commitment to inspire 
the next generation grows stronger 
today through global research, hands-on 
learning and extensive outreach. With 
its comprehensive reach, the university’s 
17 colleges and schools enroll more than 
37,000 students and have produced over 
315,000 alumni living worldwide. The 
University of Georgia’s initiatives extend 
globally while touching every corner of the 
state, realizing the university’s land- and 
sea-grant missions.

THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA

In order to continue to inspire high-achieving students to apply to the 

University of Georgia and to communicate the distinct opportunities and 

value a University of Georgia education offers, the university set out to 

create a more optimized and immersive visitor experience for prospective 

students and their families. 

Institution/organization

Summary
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— PROSPECTIVE STUDENT’S FAMILY MEMBER

OUR AUDIENCES

“I think  [the Visitor Center Experience]  really made everyone feel like  
‘I can see myself here.’  No other campus was doing that.”

The University of Georgia offers a combination of both 
educational quality and value that is hard to beat. Ranked 
13th among the nation’s top public research universities 
by U.S. News & World Report, UGA features academic and 
co-curricular opportunities that can’t be found at any other 
college or university—at costs that place UGA at #10 on the 
Best Public Value Colleges list by Kiplinger. The University of 
Georgia is a national leader among public universities in the 
number of major scholarships earned by our students.

We needed to find opportunities to communicate those 
messages to high-achieving prospective undergraduate 
students and their parents; and to prospective graduate 
students, alumni, prospective faculty and staff, fans and 
friends.

Our data showed that the campus visit played an increasingly 
crucial role in a prospective student’s decision to apply and to 
enroll.  

With institutional demand rising to 26,500 applications 
(2017) and campus tour requests skyrocketing to 33,010 
(2017), campus leaders met to: 

• Identify ways to improve the campus visit 
experience

• Identity objectives and unify messages

• Find ways to align recruitment communications 
across campus

• Look for new communication opportunities

THE VISITOR EXPERIENCE  
A CRITICAL FACTOR IN ENROLLMENT
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In 2015-2016, 17.5% students who were 
admitted visited campus. That percentage 
increased to 33.5% in 2017-2018.

Our target audiences
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TRANSFORMING COMMUNICATIONS
TO IMPROVE THE VISIT EXPERIENCE

Campus tours and admission information sessions were 
integrated into a seamless experience and hosted at one 
location — the Visitors Center. Our visitors no longer had to 
jump into their cars after a 75-minute tour, navigate through 
a busy campus, find a parking spot and rush to arrive on 
time at an information session held across campus at the 
Admission Office. 

NEW COMMUNICATION OPPORTUNITIES

The Visitors Center, long overdue for a refresh, now had to 
be renovated to make room for twice the number of tour 
participants and the addition of an office for the admission 
counselor. 

The overhauled campus visit experience provided 
opportunities to create new avenues of communication, 
align our messages and transform a built environment into a 
journey for the prospective student and their family.

The messages, key points and visions compiled from 
meetings with campus stakeholders, visitor feedback from 
2008 to 2016 and competitive reviews of competitor and 
aspirational universities served as the road map. 

Content sources from publications, annual reports, task 
force reports and from websites were layered with visually 
stunning images that show thoughtful, engaged students 
collaborating with faculty, staff and peers. There was a 
conscious effort to reinforce messages and cross promote 
initiatives using similar language and context in order to 
build on ongoing communication efforts. 

The university’s brand narrative, visual identity and 
key messages kept the story unique. The commitment 

messages— discover, lead and serve—provided the 
foundation for the new experience. It was illustrated in the 
slideshows, on the walls and in the collateral material. 

The umbrella messages focused on academic excellence and 
top rankings, experiential learning, value, and outcomes. 
Student life encourages students to become leaders,  to 
engage meaningfully, to grow intellectually and build 
character so they will create thriving communities. 

We knew from surveys that prospective students and their 
families wanted more information about life on campus. We 
were able to provide more in-depth information using iPads 
set in kiosk mode pointing to our housing, dining, health, 
recreation and student affairs sites. 

We wanted to be sure that questions could be asked and 
answered by either on-site admission counselors, tour 
leaders or Visitor Center staff.

We wanted prospective students to emotionally connect 
with the university, to easily see themselves here, to 
come away excited about what this university has to offer. 
We hoped the displays would begin conversations of 
empowering possibilities. 

THE RESULTS

Since the reopening, the Visitors Center welcomed nearly
44,000 guests for the student-led tour experience, a 30% 
growth from the previous year.

VIEW THE VIDEO 
REACTIONS TO THE NEW VISIT EXPERIENCE

Donnelly Marketing provided a team of large-scale production specialists to help with the 
material selection, large format file production and installation. The environmental graphics, 
content and visual displays were designed and produced in-house.

— ADMISSION COUNSELOR

“What I like about [the new look] is that it gives  
our visitors a feel for campus. ”

•  The significant improvements implemented

•  How our audiences needs were met

•  The distinctiveness of this entry

Outsdie vendors

https://vimeo.com/264124900/c81988b7ba
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THEN NOW
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ALIGNING COMMUNICATIONS

THE OBJECTIVE

To increase understanding that the University of Georgia 
offers an outstanding learning environment for top students 
to increase applications and enrollment of high-achieving 
students.

UNIFYING THE MESSAGES

Based on marketing and communication strategies and brand 
narratives, objectives and messages were crafted to highlight 
the university’s outstanding learning environment, top 
rankings, great value, civic engagement and powerful alumni 
network. 

• UGA is a top-ranked, national public research 
university that provides one of the best well-rounded 
educations in the nation. 

• Our strong academic programs connect them with 
their passions with a commitment to their futures. 

• There is a long-standing tradition of student service 
that provides meaning and a powerful alumni 
network for life-long connections and support.

The campus tour guide script was reviewed and revised to 
focus and expand on those messages.

Slideshows and video presentations that provided a backdrop 
of information as early visitors gathered in the presentation 
room of the Visitors Center before their tour, were updated 
with content and visuals that reflected key themes and 
messaging. 

THE RESULTS

The University of Georgia welcomed the most 
academically talented class in the institution’s history. 
The approximately 5,750 first-year students in the Class of 
2022 have an average weighted high school GPA of 4.04, an 
average ACT score of 30, and an average SAT score of 1365.

Demand for a UGA education has risen to unprecedented 
heights. Nearly 26,500 students applied for admission to 
the Class of 2022, and 48 percent were offered admission. 
Since 2014, the number of applications for undergraduate 
admission has risen by nearly 30 percent.

— PROSPECTIVE STUDENT’S FAMILY MEMBER

“I was taking it all in. It’s beautiful. It’s modern. It’s sleek. It’s my favorite colors. 

I was very impressed... I can’t wait to look around  

and see what all the university has to offer.”

Goals and objectives
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IMPROVING THE 
ONLINE EXPERIENCE

The Visitors Center website was completely 
redesigned to integrate key university brand and 
admissions marketing devices and to support mobile 
devices. Audiences were segmented to ensure major 
visitor type categories (prospective undergraduate 
students, graduate students, alumni, prospective 
faculty and general visitors) had relevant information 
for their experience.

Landing pages were created for each audience 
featuring specific content and links to suit the 
audience and were also linked to the registration page 
to encourage each audience to participate in a campus 
tour experience. 

Content was created to help visitors plan their entire 
visit, such as dining, lodging and local entertainment 
information. 

Background content about the Visitors Center history 
was replaced with highlights of campus, of Athens and 
of the university as a whole; the website shifted from 
telling the story of the Visitors Center to focusing on 
the user’s campus tour experience.

An online virtual tour, hosted on the new Visit UGA 
website, was created so prospective students could 
feel connected before they arrive. For those students 
not able to visit, the virtual tour provided a glimpse of 
UGA’s distinctive academic and cultural experience. 
The tour, created in-house and narrated by a campus 
tour leader, takes visitors on a walk through campus 
while providing key insights into UGA’s outstanding 
learning environment, long-standing traditions of 
student leadership and service, experiential learning 
opportunities, scholarships and support and what it’s 
like to be part of the powerful Bulldog nation with its 
life-long connections and support. 

THE RESULTS
The redesigned site launched on October 13, 2017 and 
preliminary data show that we are meeting our objective of 
generating more activity by website visitors. We have seen a 
35 percent increase in registration clicks to schedule a tour 
and a 3.3 percent increase in page sessions. We have also 
seen an 18 percent decrease in bounce rates. 

– PROSPECTIVE STUDENT

“I’ve been to a lot of other campuses, but when I really liked about this one is about 

how much energy the tour guides had. It really made you get a good feel for the 

sense of community that everyone feels here.”

THEN

NOW

188,400

89,289

2,593

21,000

OCTOBER 13, 2017 - FEBRUARY 24, 2018

FEBRUARY 23, 2017 - FEBRUARY 24, 2018

TOTAL WEB SESSIONS

CLICKS TO TOUR REGISTRATION

CLICKS TO GROUP TOUR INFORMATION

VIEWS OF ONLINE TOUR ON YOUTUBE

https://visit.uga.edu
https://visit.uga.edu/undergraduate/
https://visit.uga.edu/navigate/
https://visit.uga.edu/navigate/
https://vimeo.com/257508383
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CREATING NEW 
AND LASTING 
IMPRESSIONS
Rethinking the visit 
experience enabled us to 
expand our communications 
efforts to create an end-to-
end experience. Touchpoints 
were reviewed and revised 
to more closely align with 
communication objectives 
and messages. 

Recruiting materials, 
previously produced 
independently by colleges 
and schools with their 
own tone, voice and visual 
appeal, were replaced 
with less expensive, more 
unified one-pagers called 
“Fast Facts.” Marketing 
and Communications 
personnel along with 
campus communicators 
from each school and college 
worked together to create 
a framework that used 
the university’s strategic 
messaging to guide content 
choices and elevate points of 
differentiation. 

THE RESULTS

More than 27,000 one-
pagers have been printed. On 
average, 4000 copies have 
been collected and viewed 
by prospective students each 
month.

— ADMISSION COUNSELOR

“I see [our visitors] stopping and looking at everything. It helps them get 
excited about Georgia and ready for the rest of their day.”

he heart of UGA’s liberal arts learning environment, the Franklin College of Arts and 
Sciences provides instruction in every classical discipline and all branches of empirical 

inquiry. Critical thinking skills, from languages and literature to biological sciences, build the 
foundation for every profession as they empower students to be informed, engaged citizens. 

The first classes were taught in 1801 and in 1806, the first permanent brick building was 
constructed and named Franklin College in honor of Benjamin Franklin. Today, that building 
is known as Old College and the research, scholarship and creative output by Franklin 
students and faculty in more than 80 degree programs set the pace for a dynamic learning 
environment at the state’s flagship institution.

T COURSE SELECTION
Our 30 departments offer courses in a wide 
variety of careers and vocations, and our 
introductory courses fulfill the requirements to 
support all academic programs at UGA.

CREDIT HOURS
Franklin College regularly produces nearly 
half of the total credits hours earned at the 
university. 

MULTILINGUAL
Our faculty members offer instruction in 23 
languages, including Arabic, Chinese, French 
and more.

CAPACITY
Franklin’s 30 programs, centers and institutes 
leverage multidisciplinary expertise across the 
UGA campus to build research capacity and 
instructional opportunities.

Enrollment
Undergraduate: 9,135
Graduate/Professional : 1,836
Total: 10,971

Number of Faculty: 860 full-time as of Fall 
2017; 605 tenure-track

Number of Living Alumni: 100,000+

o  UGAFranklin    |     t  franklin_uga     |     l UGAFranklin     |     346 Brooks Hall     |     706-542-1412

of the most popular UGA majors: 
Biology, Psychology and Computer 
Science

degree programs spanning the 
arts, humanities and sciences

study abroad programs each year 
on six continents

80+

26
3

LEARN MORE: FRANKLIN.UGA.EDU
ALL FACTS AS OF OCTOBER 2018

VET SCHOOL
U.S. News & World Report

he College of Veterinary Medicine is centered around educating and training the next 
generation of veterinarians. Our mix of traditional classroom education combined 

with hands-on learning opportunities at our state-of-the-art teaching hospital leads to a 
solid foundation for a fulfilling career in veterinary medicine. Our graduates—almost 6,000 
of them over our 70+ year history—are practicing all over the world, tackling some of our 
greatest challenges and making an impact on their communities. We also offer master’s, 
doctoral and dual degrees in a variety of related fields including infectious diseases, pathology 
and comparative biomedical sciences. 

T

LEARN MORE: VET.UGA.EDU

RESEARCH
The college is home to research centers like 
the Center for Vaccines and Immunology, 
which focuses on immunology of infectious 
diseases and how vaccines work in different 
populations, and the Georgia Veterinary  
Scholars Program.

GIVING BACK
Our students have the opportunity to serve  
the community through groups like Vets for 
Pets and People. Other programs include 
VetCAMP and Vet School for a Day, which 
allow high school students who are interested 
in veterinary medicine an inside look into the 
college and profession.

FACILITIES
Students spend their third and fourth years at 
the 300,000 square foot veterinary medical 
center and teaching hospital campus. This 
state-of-the-art facility is one of the largest 
teaching hospitals in the country and handles 
more than 25,000 cases a year.

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
The CVM boasts numerous opportunities for 
our students to get involved, with more than 
25 students organizations to choose from.

Enrollment 
DVM Professional students : 456
Graduate students 
(Master’s, Ph.D., dual degree) : 183
Total: 639

Number of Faculty: 186

o  UGAVetMed    |     t  ugavetmed     |     l ugavetmed     |     501 D.W. Brooks Drive    |     706-542-4979

employment rate

in extramural research funding 
for the study of animal and 
human disease

10
%98

TOP 

$34M
ALL FACTS AS OF OCTOBER 2018

INTERNATIONAL 
PROGRAMMING
U.S. News & World Report, 2018–1915#

stablished in 1859, the University of Georgia School of Law is one of the top law schools 
in the nation and offers an invaluable return on investment. Through both classroom 

and experiential learning, our faculty—who are world-class scholars—prepare our students 
to become leaders in law, in business or through public service. Providing our law students 
with meaningful connections to thought leaders in the legal profession, accomplished School 
of Law graduates and future employers, in addition to quality opportunities to serve state 
and society, is central to our mission.

E

TOP LAW SCHOOL FEEDER 
FOR U.S. SUPREME COURT 
CLERKSHIPS 
National Law Journal, 2017

LEARN MORE: LAW.UGA.EDU

ACCOMPLISHED FACULTY 
The school’s accomplished faculty includes 
Fulbright Scholars, and five are former U.S. 
Supreme Court judicial clerks. Many also serve 
as consultants to legal institutions, foreign 
governments and corporations.

TALENTED & DIVERSE STUDENT BODY 
J.D. Class of 2021 boasts a median LSAT of 163 
and a median GPA of 3.67, representing 24 
states and 83 undergraduate institutions. 

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING 
Almost 90% of the Class of 2018 participated 
in one of the school’s experiential learning 
opportunities, which now include 18 offerings. 
Also, approximately 50 students participated 
in public interest fellowships in the summer 
of 2018.
 
ADVOCACY SUCCESS 
10 national, 6 regional and 2 state advocacy 
titles in the last 5 years.

PASSING THE BAR 
Approximately 95 percent of students who  
sit for the bar pass within 12 months of  
graduation. The law school has had the highest 
state bar passage rate among Georgia  
law schools for five straight years.

Average Enrollment: 625

Number of Faculty: 56 

Number of Living Alumni: 10,500+ 
working in all 50 states and more than 
60 countries

Degrees: Juris Doctor, Master of Laws, 
Master in the Study of Law

o  UGALawSchool    |     t  ugalawschool      |     l UGASchoolofLaw

225 Herty Drive, Athens, GA 30602     |     706-542-5191

of the Class of 2017 is employed in 
full-time, long-term jobs that 
require bar admission or where a 
J.D. provides a significant advantage 
10 months after graduation

BEST VALUE LAW SCHOOL
National Jurist, 2018
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%

ALL FACTS AS OF NOVEMBER 2018

s social workers and nonprofit leaders, we are passionate about promoting well-being 
and social justice. As educators, we are looking for people who share this passion. 

Through community-engaged research, education and service, we equip students with the 
tools, knowledge and leadership skills to make positive change happen. If you are looking for 
a learning environment that combines a caring community with an emphasis on excellence 
in teaching, innovative research and commitment to finding solutions to social problems, 
contact us.

A

LEARN MORE: SSW.UGA.EDU

GRADUATE STUDENT SUPPORT 
We offer a wide range of financial support 
programs that not only cover tuition but 
strengthen learning experiences and increase 
post-graduate employment options. 

CENTER FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE,
HUMAN AND CIVIL RIGHTS 
From street-level community engagement to 
scholarly interdisciplinary collaborations, the 
Center encourages public dialogue and the  
development of fair and equitable social policies.

INSTITUTE FOR NONPROFIT 
ORGANIZATIONS
The Institute offers applied, hands-on  
learning experiences with real community 
impact. It oversees the only nonprofit  
management certificate and graduate 
program in Georgia guided by a culturally 
sensitive social work perspective. 

INTERNATIONAL
Our faculty and graduate students are  
internationally active, and students can 
explore social issues through study abroad in 
Northern Ireland, Ghana and the Caribbean.

Enrollment 
Undergraduate: 140
Graduate/Professional : 437
Total: 577

Number of Faculty: 38

Number of Living Alumni: 7,183 

o  UGASocialWork   |     t  ugasocialwork     |     l UGASocialWork     |     279 Williams St.    |     706-542-3364

of Bachelor of Social Work 
students graduate with 
Latin Honors

of graduates are employed or 
in graduate school within six 
months of graduation%95

%50

NATIONALLY 
among social work graduate  
programs at public universities,  
#24 among all social work graduate 
programs in the U.S.
U.S. News & World Report

15#

ALL FACTS AS OF OCTOBER 2018

BEST VALUE 
PUBLIC UNIVERSITY
Kiplinger’s

hartered by the state of Georgia in 1785, the University of Georgia is the birthplace 
of public higher education in America — launching our nation’s great tradition of 

world-class public education. What began as a commitment to inspire the next generation 
grows stronger today through global research, hands-on learning and extensive outreach. 
A top value in public higher education, Georgia’s flagship university thrives in a community 
that combines a culture-rich college town with a strong economic center.

C

TOP PUBLIC UNIVERSITY
U.S. News & World Report

of the university’s graduates 
are either employed or attending 
graduate school within six 
months of graduation, well 
above the national average.

LEARN MORE: UGA.EDU

13#

RESEARCH
One of the nation’s top universities for 
technology commercialization and licensing 
income, the University of Georgia has  
invented nearly 700 products currently  
in the marketplace.

HONORS 
UGA’s Honors Program is ranked in the top 10 
in the country.

HANDS-ON LEARNING 
UGA is the largest public university to require 
every undergraduate student to participate in 
hands-on learning experiences.

RHODES SCHOLARS 
Among public universities, UGA is one of  
the nation’s top three producers of Rhodes 
Scholars over the past two decades.

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
$5.7 billion impact on the state of Georgia 
in 2017

Enrollment
Undergraduate: 28,848
Graduate/Professional : 8,758
Total: 37,606

Number of Faculty: 3,044 
(Instructional/Research/Public Service)

Number of Living Alumni: 310,000+ 

International Campus Locations
Oxford, England; Cortona, Italy; 
San Luis de Monteverde, Costa Rica

U.S. Campus Locations
Athens (main/Health Sciences); Gwinnett; 
Tifton; Griffin; Buckhead; Washington, D.C.

12#

%96
o  universityofga    |     t  universityofga     |     l  universityofga     |     x /school/university-of-georgia
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he College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences is focused on ensuring that the 
world has enough food and fiber to meet its growing population. We teach the theories 

and principles of agribusiness, animal and poultry science, entomology, field crops, food, 
horticulture and soil sciences and apply them to real-world situations in the field, greenhouse, 
lab and barn. CAES is the home of the university’s biological science program and an emerging 
biomedical research initiative. We prepare students for the agricultural challenges of a dynamic, 
growing world with a progressive, experiential education. 

T

PUBLIC POULTRY SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENT IN THE NATION  
Universities.com

ENTOMOLOGY PROGRAM 
IN THE WORLD 
Center for World University Rankings, 2017

median starting salary for CAES 
graduates, the second-highest 
among UGA colleges

LEARN MORE: CAES.UGA.EDU

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
The CAES Deans’ Promise empowers students 
with the resources necessary to participate 
in study abroad programs, undergraduate 
research, internships, service-learning and 
leadership roles.

INTERNATIONAL
CAES offers an International Agriculture 
Certificate, 12 study abroad programs in nine 
countries and exchange programs with six 
universities in Europe and Asia. The college 
has also established a dual master’s degree 
program in sustainable agriculture with the 
University of Padova in Italy. 

RESEARCH
CAES leads the nation in research in poultry 
science, plant breeding and cultivar development, 
food safety and insect science. The Regenerative 
Bioscience Center is using its findings in animal 
studies to create solutions for human health. 
Undergraduate and graduate students work 
side by side with world-class researchers to 
find lasting answers to the world’s problems.

DOUBLE DAWGS® 

CAES offers 17 pathways in the Double Dawgs 
program, which enables students to earn their 
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in five years 
or less.

Enrollment
Undergraduate: 1,404
Graduate/Professional : 514
Total: 1,918

Number of Faculty: 225

Number of Living Alumni: 18,400+ 

#

#

1
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o  UGACAES    |     t  uga_collegeofag     |     l UGA_CollegeofAg     |     h UGA_CollegeofAg

137 Cedar St.    |     706-542-1611

$55K

of CAES students who apply for a 
scholarship receive funding%70

ALL FACTS AS OF OCTOBER 2018

he University of Georgia College of Engineering is one of the fastest growing public 
engineering programs in the nation. We offer a robust, dynamic, hands-on engineering 

education in the vibrant context of one of the nation’s top 20 public universities. Our setting 
in a comprehensive liberal arts research institution allows us to collaborate with an incredible 
variety of scientists in other disciplines across campus and around the world. We offer small 
classes, meaningful student-professor interactions, a supportive program culture and plenty 
of opportunities for undergraduate research, co-ops and internships, and study abroad. And 
it all happens in Athens, one of America’s greatest college towns.

T

LEARN MORE:  
ENGINEERING.UGA.EDU

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
Students can explore research opportunities 
through UGA’s Center for Undergraduate 
Research Opportunities (CURO) as early as 
their first year on campus. Many College of 
Engineering professors also actively seek  
undergraduates to join their research teams.

INTERNSHIPS
Our students gain hands-on experience  
interning at companies and agencies including 
Lockheed Martin, Gulfstream Aerospace, 
Deloitte, NASA, Georgia Power, Southern 
Company, GE Power and many more. 

MAKING CONNECTIONS
At the UGA College of Engineering, we help 
forge strong connections between students, 
employers and alumni. Through programs 
such as Employer of the Day, Engineering 
Expeditions, Alumni Mentor Program, Day 
in the Life and Alum of the Day, students 
can build meaningful relationships that can 
lead to internships, co-ops and full-time job 
opportunities.

RENOWNED FACULTY
Our faculty includes eight recipients of the 
prestigious National Science Foundation 
CAREER Award and a recipient of the  
Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists 
and Engineers, the U.S. government’s highest 
award for scientists and engineers in the early 
stages of their independent research careers.

Enrollment
Undergraduate: 2,129
Graduate/Professional : 132
Total: 2,261

Number of Faculty: 78

o  uga.engineering    |     t  ugaengineering     |     l UGA_Engineering

597 D.W. Brooks Drive     |     706-542-1653

career placement rate

average starting salary for 
2017 graduates (highest 
of any school or college 
at UGA)

companies and agencies that 
recruit students during our 
Career + Internship Night 
events each spring and fall

$60K+

100+

%94
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ow will global environmental changes affect future generations? Where, when and 
how will new diseases emerge? Which species are likely to go extinct and why? 

Researchers at the Odum School of Ecology are addressing critical questions like these 
while preparing students for leadership in fields crucial for ensuring a sustainable future 
for people and the planet. The world’s first school committed solely to the study of ecology, 
the School of Ecology’s roots date back to the 1950s when namesake and founder Eugene 
P. Odum began his groundbreaking ecosystem ecology research at UGA. We follow his 
holistic, interdisciplinary approach in our research, teaching and public service, providing 
fundamental information that drives informed discussion, debate and decisions that reach 
well beyond the scientific world.

H

LEARN MORE: ECOLOGY.UGA.EDU

DEGREE PROGRAMS
Odum offers undergraduate and graduate 
degrees in Ecology and Conservation, providing 
rigorous training in ecological theory and 
methods as well as how to apply that knowledge 
to real-world problems. Our students are part 
of a tight-knit community of scholars.
 
CENTER FOR THE ECOLOGY 
OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES
The CEID takes advantage of the university’s 
strengths in disease ecology and computational 
ecology, bringing together faculty and students 
from across campus to tackle some of  
the most challenging problems in the global 
fight against infectious diseases. Led by 
Distinguished Research Professor John Drake 
and housed in the Odum School, the CEID is 
making UGA a world leader in disease ecology 
research and instruction.

RIVER BASIN CENTER
The River Basin Center promotes sustainable 
management of freshwater resources and 
ecosystems through applied scientific and 
policy research while training the next  
generation of managers and researchers. 
Based in the Odum School of Ecology, the 
Center draws faculty, students and staff from 
across the university to work on aquatic 
management issues around the globe, with a 
primary focus on the southeastern U.S. Learn 
more at rivercenter.uga.edu.

Enrollment 
Undergraduate: 170
Graduate/Professional : 81
Total: 251

Number of Faculty: 35

Number of Living Alumni 
(including Institute of Ecology): 1,800+ 

o  odumschool    |     t  UGAEcology     |     l UGAEcology     |     140 E. Green St.    |     706-542-2968

of National Science 
Foundation Graduate 
Research Fellowships 
at UGA since 2010 
have been Odum 
students or recent 
graduates

LEADING SCHOLARS
Odum has produced 7 Fulbright 
Scholars, 9 Udall Scholars, 3 Gold-
water Scholars, 1 Truman Scholar, 2 
Hollings Scholars, 1 Mitchell Scholar 
and 1 Schwarzman Scholar

placement rate 
after graduation

24

%92.5

%16.5
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19
14
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ounded in 1912, the Terry College of Business is the state’s flagship business school at 
the nation’s birthplace of public higher education. Terry College takes great pride in 

its role supporting economic growth in Georgia and graduating leaders who are prepared to 
compete in the global economy. Ranked a top 20 public business school, Terry is the second 
largest college at UGA, with a very popular residential undergraduate program, an online 
bachelor’s degree option, a wide range of specialized master’s degrees, multiple MBA program 
formats in Athens and Atlanta, and eight different areas of study in its Ph.D. programs. Terry 
has a vast network of more than 70,000 alumni, many of whom enthusiastically engage 
with the college as employers, mentors and donors. Classes are taught at UGA’s campuses 
in Athens, Gwinnett and Griffin, and at the Terry Executive Education Center in Atlanta.

F

PUBLIC UNDERGRADUATE 
BUSINESS PROGRAM
U.S. News & World Report

PUBLIC FULL-TIME 
MBA PROGRAM
U.S. News & World Report

TOP 
6 individual programs are ranked in the 
top 15 among U.S. business schools

of Terry undergraduates accepted 
full-time employment offers within 
three months of graduation

LEARN MORE: TERRY.UGA.EDU

NEW LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Terry’s new home is the Business Learning 
Community. Located at the center of UGA’s 
main campus, the $140 million complex will 
include six buildings once construction of the 
final two buildings is completed in 2019.

TAILORED OPTIONS
Terry offers innovative undergraduate 
certificates in Leadership, Music Business, 
Actuarial Science, Entrepreneurship and Legal 
Studies. The college also supports nine different 
faculty-led study abroad opportunities and 
cultivates student talent through the Terry 
Women’s Initiative. 

Most recently, Terry has added several  
graduate offerings including a Master of  
Science in Business Analytics, a STEM MBA,  
a FinTech specialization for MBA and a Data 
and Analytics specialization in Accounting.

INTERNSHIPS
86% of Terry undergraduates complete one or 
more internships.

BULLDOG® 100
Nearly half of the fastest-growing businesses 
owned or operated by UGA alumni in the  
Bulldog 100 are led by Terry graduates.

Enrollment (Fall 2017)
Undergraduate: 7,931
Graduate/Professional : 756
Total: 8,687

Number of Faculty: 149

Number of Living Alumni: 70,000+ 
in 80 countries

#

#

%97

o  terrycollege    |     t  terrycollege     |     l TerryCollege

Athens: 600 S. Lumpkin St.: 706-542-8100     |     Atlanta: Terry Executive Education Center: 404-482-4825
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outreach programs each year

annual economic impact on 
the state of Georgia from 
workshops, trainings and 
certification

60

he College of Environment and Design is UGA’s preservation, planning and design 
college. We use immersive, creative learning techniques in a studio-based curriculum 

and critical thinking to guide our ideas and understanding of humanity’s role in the world. 
Our students graduate prepared to tackle some of the most challenging aspects of today’s 
society, from city planning to sustainable design responses to climate change.

5

T

degree programs + more than 10 certificates at 
both the undergraduate and graduate levels

LEARN MORE: CED.UGA.EDU

OUTREACH
CED students are recruited for 24 outreach- 
focused assistantships and internships a 
year and work directly with communities 
on downtown revitalization, community 
and economic development, historic resource 
surveys and environmental resiliency.

JOINT MHP-J.D.
The college’s Historic Preservation master’s 
degree program is the first of its kind in  
Georgia and offers a joint J.D.

DEGREES
The landscape architecture and planning 
degrees are grounded in environmental and 
ecological principles, with many certificates  
of study available.

RESEARCH
Students conduct in-depth research studies 
and publish reports on sites of significant 
historical significance in CED’s Cultural  
Landscape Laboratory.

REAL WORLD PROJECTS
The Center for Community Design and  
Preservation provides opportunities for faculty 
and students to engage in real-world projects 
and put their academic pursuits into practice.

Enrollment
Undergraduate: 180
Graduate/Professional : 149
Total: 329

Number of Faculty: 37

Number of Living Alumni: 3,921

o  ugaced   |     t  ugaced     |     l UGACED     |     h UGACED     |     285 S. Jackson St.     |     706- 542-1816

10TOP 

Undergraduate and graduate 
Landscape Architecture programs 
(BLA #4, MLA #8)
Design Intelligence, 2018

$3.4M
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ith our origins dating back to 1918, the College of Family and Consumer Sciences 
(FACS) is committed to student success. We develop strong leaders for careers 

in medicine and healthcare, law and policy, fashion, nutrition and more. In our college, 
students have access to a multitude of opportunities such as internships, scholarships, 
service learning, study aways, research and career development. We are made up of the 
departments of Financial Planning, Housing & Consumer Economics; Foods & Nutrition; 
Human Development & Family Science; and Textiles, Merchandising & Interiors. We also 
house the Institute on Human Development and Disability and are praised by our students 
for our family-like atmosphere.

W

LEARN MORE: FCS.UGA.EDU

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
FACS focuses on applied learning. Students 
can choose between internships, service 
learning, study aways and research. These 
opportunities allow our students to learn 
about their majors and future careers in a 
different context. The FACS Legislative Aide 
Internship Program, for example, allows  
students to spend a spring semester working 
with Georgia legislators during the Georgia 
General Assembly for course credit.

STUDENT CENTERED 
We care about our students and their success. 
The dean, academic advisors, faculty and staff 
help students work toward their academic, 
personal and career goals.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Over $200,000 is given annually to prospective 
and current FACS students for academic and 
study away scholarships. 

ACCREDITATION 
FACS programs are accredited, endorsed or 
aligned with industry best practices such 
as the American Association of Family and 
Consumer Sciences, the American Apparel 
and Footwear Association/YMA, the National 
Retail Federation, the Georgia Soft Goods  
Education Foundation, Certified Financial 
Planner Board of Standards, Academy of 
Nutrition and Dietetics, and the American 
Association of Marriage and Family Therapy. 

o  ugafacs    |     t  ugafacs    |     l FACSUGA     |     305 Sanford Drive     |     706-542-4847     |     success@uga.edu

of our majors are in the top 25 
undergraduate earning majors 
at UGA: consumer economics, 
fashion merchandising and 
financial planning

placement rate after graduation 

3

98%

Double Dawgs® options3O+

FACS STUDENTS STUDY EVERYWHERE
from Greece to London to New York and more

Enrollment
Undergraduate: 1,587
Graduate/Professional : 240
Total: 1,827

Number of Faculty: 101

Number of Living Alumni: 17,000+

ALL FACTS AS OF OCTOBER 2018

he University of Georgia offers one of the top pharmacy and pharmaceutical sciences 
educations in Georgia, the southeast and the nation! UGA’s College of Pharmacy provides 

a superior curriculum in an experiential, state-of-the-art, research-based environment with 
a nationally-recognized faculty. What sets us apart, however, is the family atmosphere that 
has become part of our culture. Truly, our students, faculty, staff and alumni share a unique 
bond because of the inclusiveness, character and personality of this college. 

T

LEARN MORE: RX.UGA.EDU

MULTIPLE CAMPUSES
The College of Pharmacy’s main campus is 
located in Athens, with three other campuses 
for third- and fourth-year Pharm.D. students 
and graduate students: the Southwest Georgia 
Campus in Albany, the Augusta Campus and 
the Southeast Georgia Campus in Savannah.

BE A DOUBLE DAWG®/EARN A DUAL DEGREE
Along with the college’s joint B.S.-M.S. 
Double Dawg Degree in Pharmaceutical 
Sciences, the college offers two additional dual 
degree programs: Pharm.D./Master’s in Public 
Health and a Pharm.D./Master’s in Business 
Administration. 

TOP EARNINGS
Pharmacists are among the highest paying jobs 
in the U.S., second only to physicians, making a 
degree in pharmacy a sound investment.

FASTEST GROWING
B.S. in Pharmaceutical Sciences is one of the 
fastest-growing degree programs on the UGA 
campus.

Enrollment 
Undergraduate: 46 
Graduate/Professional : 961 
Total: 1,007

Number of Faculty: 82
Number of Living Alumni: 6,800

o  UGACollegeofPharmacy    |     t  pharmdawgs     |     l UGAPharmacy

x /company/university-of-georgia-college-of-pharmacy     |     250 W. Green St.   |     706-542-1911

pass rate for the North 
American Pharmacist 
Licensure Examination, 
the fourth highest in the 
country.

PHARMACY PROGRAM
U.S. News & World Report

in the country! B.S.-M.S. Double Dawg® 
Degree in Pharmaceutical Sciences

in scholarships in 
2017-2018

25

1

250K

%97.1

TOP 

ONLY

OVER
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he Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources has been working to improve 
our state and region’s forests, water, fish and wildlife longer than anyone else in the 

Southeast. Since 1906, the Warnell School’s faculty and students have focused on making 
our natural resources better and more sustainable while also meeting the demands for forest 
products around the world. Our students go on to spearhead new techniques in sustainability 
and natural resources management, using the latest ideas and technology for real-world 
applications. 

T

in Warnell scholarships 
awarded to students in 2018

placement rate after graduation

outdoor discipline options

BECOME A WARNELL DOUBLE DAWG®

In just five years, eligible Warnell students can 
earn a Bachelor of Science in Forest Resources 
and either a Master of Forest Resources or 
Master of Natural Resources. 
 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
Our students also earn certificates through  
an interdisciplinary program, choosing  
Environmental Education, Environmental 
Ethics, Entrepreneurship or Water Resources.
 
FIRST IN THE SOUTH
Warnell is the only forestry program in Georgia—
and was among the first in the South—to be 
accredited by the Society of American Foresters.
 
SECOND IN GIVING
Although the Warnell School is one of the 
smallest on campus, it has the second highest 
alumni participation rate in giving at UGA.

Enrollment
Junior and Senior Undergraduates: 304
Graduate/Professional : 192
Total: 496

Number of Faculty: 73

Number of Living Alumni: 5,522 

%92

o  UGAWarnell   |     t  ugawarnell     |     l UGAWarnell     |     180 E. Green St.    |     706-542-2686

8
1IN5 undergraduates receive a 

Warnell scholarship

$2O0K

LEARN MORE: WARNELL.UGA.EDU
ALL FACTS AS OF OCTOBER 2018

students serve as Student Ambassadors 
and 40 serve as peer mentors

of students in the College of Education  
pursue multiple majors—double,  
triple,and even quad-majors!

%18

3

ith more than 100 undergraduate and graduate programs, the College of Education 
is training its students to create change on a personal level. Our students go on 

to improve lives in fields such as teaching, counseling and mental health, communication 
sciences, and sport and physical well-being. Others specialize in the latest learning 
technologies, teaching special populations or leading entire organizations. But no matter 
which area they choose, our students are united by a deep sense of duty and dedication to 
improve our communities one individual at a time.

W

college at UGA for number of 
student veterans

of students in the College of 
Education are transfer students

READ MORE ONLINE:
COE.UGA.EDU/MAGAZINE

LEARN BY DOING
Through placements in local classrooms, 
internships at organizations or clinics,  
or opportunities within our research labs,  
students in the College of Education master 
skills outside of the classroom through  
rewarding community experiences.

LABS AND CLINICS
Driven by faculty research, our labs and clinics 
give students the opportunity to work alongside 
leaders in their field. Opportunities to get 
involved include research centers focusing on 
new ways to learn, labs exploring the connections 
between our brains and our bodies, and clinics 
that give students experience working in their 
chosen field.

DOUBLE THE OPPORTUNITY
The College of Education offers 12 Double Dawg 
pathways in both teaching and non-teaching 
professions. This gives motivated students 
the academic challenges they crave, as well 
as expanded options and earning power after 
graduation.

Average Enrollment
Undergraduate: 2,300
Graduate/Professional : 1,700
Total: 4,000

Number of Faculty: 200+
Number of Living Alumni: 58,000+

#

65
o  uga.coe    |     t  ugacoe    |     l ugaCOE     |     110 Carlton St.   |     706-542-6446

%25
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t Grady College, we are committed to teaching our students the art, science and integrity 
of stories, brands and messaging. We offer undergraduate majors in Advertising, 

Journalism, Public Relations, and Entertainment and Media Studies to prepare students 
to communicate on the global stage. Grady College alumni have risen to prominence in 
business, politics and all aspects of communications fields, and include Pulitzer Prize, 
Emmy, Cannes-Lions and Peabody Award winners.

A

LEARN MORE: GRADY.UGA.EDU

PEABODY AWARDS
For more than 75 years, Grady College  
has been home to the Peabody Awards,  
internationally recognized as one of the  
most prestigious prizes for storytelling  
excellence in electronic media. 

FACULTY
Our faculty are highly regarded for their 
impactful leadership, innovative research and 
dogged dedication.

CENTERS AND INSTITUTES
Grady College is home to influential centers 
and institutes including:

• Center for Health & Risk Communication

• James M. Cox Jr. Center for International 
Mass Communication Training and Research

• James M. Cox Jr. Institute for Journalism 
Innovation, Management & Leadership

• New Media Institute

Enrollment
Undergraduate: 1,500
Graduate/Professional : 90
Total: 1,590

Number of Faculty: 80

Number of Living Alumni: 23,000

o  UGAGrady   |     t  UGAGrady     |     l UGAGrady     |    120 Hooper St.    |     706-542-1704

Graduate degrees, including Emerging 
Media, Health and Medical Journalism, 
and MFA in Narrative Non-fiction and 
Screenwriting

certificate programs in Grady Sports 
Media, New Media and Public Affairs 
Communications.

placement rate after graduation

3
9 

%96
ALL FACTS AS OF OCTOBER 2018

he world-class education provided by the University of Georgia not only equips students 
with the knowledge and skills to tackle the world’s grand challenges but also inspires 

them through meaningful experiences that compel them to lead. UGA Student Affairs fully 
embraces the university’s emphasis on rigorous learning experiences, hands-on research 
and leadership opportunities. Through our focus on the engagement, intellect and character 
of each student, we take great pride in the value that Student Affairs’ learning experiences 
add to a University of Georgia degree.

T
NATIONAL LEADER
UGA has been ranked #1 in the nation by 
various publications for student life, service to 
student veterans and sexual health, and the 
University Health Center, among the largest 
in the country, has established an unmatched 
record of flawless accreditation reviews.

SERVICE
University of Georgia students have built a 
genuine culture of philanthropy, annually 
raising millions of dollars to support charities 
and causes and providing hundreds of  
thousands of hours of service to the community.

SEAMLESS LEARNING
Student Affairs enhances UGA’s holistic 
learning environment through more than 50 
approved Experiential Learning opportunities, 
18 credit-bearing courses, partnerships with 
nearly 300 faculty members and 33 faculty 
and student researchers hosted by Student 
Affairs departments.

STUDENT-CENTERED
Everything UGA Student Affairs does is 
#ForTheStudents. We strive to inspire students 
to engage meaningfully, grow intellectually 
and build character so they will create  
thriving communities.

intercollegiate club sports and  
38 intramural sports offered

student organizations registered 
through the Center for Student 
Activities and Involvement

students completed 
265,598 hours serving 
the community in 
2017-201817,641

810

ALL FACTS AS OF NOVEMBER 2018

approved opportunities for the 
Experiential Learning requirement5O+

4O+

Number of Full-time Staff: 630

Number of Student Employees: 1,500

Number of Departments: 18 

LEARN MORE:  
STUDENTAFFAIRS.UGA.EDU

o  UGAStudentAffairs    |     t  UGAStudentAffairs     |     l UGAstudent 

306 Memorial Hall     |     706-542-3564     |     askstudentaffairs@uga.edu

2ND

he UGA College of Public Health nurtures students’ passions by steering them down a 
pathway to success in the ever-changing world of public health. Whether you have an 

interest in nursing, medicine, health education or any health-related field, our diverse set 
of degrees will prepare you for a challenging career. Our students go on to fight the spread 
of foodborne illness and global infectious disease, improve air and water quality, protect 
natural resources and develop health policies that improve community wellness and increase 
access to care for those in need. With training in public health, you’ll be equipped to tackle 
the world’s most pressing health challenges.

T

most diverse college on the UGA campus

placement rate after graduation

student to faculty ratio

LEARN MORE: 
PUBLICHEALTH.UGA.EDU

BECOME A DOUBLE DAWG®

The College of Public Health is the first and 
only school of public health in Georgia to offer 
an accelerated Master of Public Health (MPH) 
program for undergraduate students in a 
variety of disciplines.

FIELD EXPERIENCE
Internships are available through 450  
governmental and private sector agencies  
and include amazing places like the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention, Children’s 
Healthcare of Atlanta and World Health 
Organization.

A CULTURE OF SERVICE
Each spring, CPH students complete approximately 
30,000 hours of on-site learning and service 
across the state of Georgia that equates to 
nearly $692,100 of volunteer service to local 
communities.

INSTITUTE FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT
The Institute has been contracted by the Georgia 
Department of Public Health since 2006 to 
manage the state’s health care community 
preparedness program by designing and 
implementing disaster exercises for hospitals, 
nursing homes and other health care organizations 
across the state.

Enrollment (Fall 2017)
Undergraduate: 597
Graduate/Professional : 257
Total: 854

Number of Faculty: 75 (excludes adjunct 
and emeriti)

Number of Living Alumni: 4,800 

%94

o  PublicHealthUGA   |     t  publichealthuga     |     l publichealthuga     |     h UGACollegeofPublicHealth

105 Spear Road    |     706-542-2300

12:1
in active research funding$3OM+
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he Honors Program at the University of Georgia is campus-wide, serving students in all 
undergraduate majors and providing the benefits of a small liberal arts college nestled 

within a Research 1 university. Through early registration, small class sizes, a dedicated 
residence hall, internship programs, travel-study funding, research opportunities, service 
organizations, academic advising, professional development, faculty connections, external 
scholarship support and alumni networks, the Honors Program opens doors to the best the 
university has to offer.

Incoming students have multiple ways to be accepted into the Honors Program, including 
applying for early admission at UGA, completing the Honors application (which opens each 
year on Dec. 1) or applying as a UGA student through first-semester entry.

T

LEARN MORE: HONORS.UGA.EDU

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
The Center for Undergraduate Research 
Opportunities gives students from all majors 
and disciplines the opportunity to focus on 
research through course credit, funding 
(through assistantships, summer fellowships 
and conference funding), and an annual 
Symposium featuring 550-plus students. 
Administered by the Honors Program, CURO is 
open to all UGA undergraduates, regardless of 
Honors status.

INTERNSHIPS
Every summer, the Honors Program supports 
internships for students in Washington, D.C., 
New York, and Savannah, and 19 undergrad-
uates receive funding to help them make the 
most of their summers.

STUDY ABROAD
Through the Honors International Scholars 
Program, students have the opportunity to 
extend their studies, research, service and 
career opportunities across the globe. Each 
year, more than 60 Honors students receive 
funding from HISP.

INTERNAL SCHOLARSHIPS
The Honors Program houses UGA’s top three 
academic scholarships. The Foundation Fel-
lowship, UGA’s premier academic scholarship, 
provides generous annual funding, stipends 
for group and individual study abroad and 
research and conference grants. Awarded 
though the Foundation Fellows application 
process, the Ramsey Honors Scholarship offers 
annual funding and domestic travel-study 
grants. The CURO Honors Scholarship, UGA’s 
top undergraduate research scholarship, pro-
vides yearly funding for students interested in 
conducting research.

Enrollment: 2,500

o  honorsatuga    |     t  honorsatuga     |     l HonorsAtUGA     |     108 Herty Drive   |     706-542-3240

Our 4- to 6-year 
graduation rate.

Honors students make up 
approximately 10 percent of all 
undergraduates on campus.

The average number of students to 
professor. Our small class sizes provide 
in-depth learning opportunities.17

%94.25

%10

ALL MAJOR SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS 
in the past 20 years have been Honors students. This 
includes Rhodes, Marshall, Truman, Udall, Goldwater 
and Schwarzman Scholars.

ALL FACTS AS OF NOVEMBER 2018

ow more than ever, the nation and the world need scholars and citizens to focus their 
attention on pressing policy and governance issues. Ranked among the top public 

affairs programs in the country, the School of Public and International Affairs prepares 
students for good citizenship and careers in public life, training future generations of 
teachers, scholars and practitioners in the fields of international affairs, political science 
and public administration and policy. 

N

PUBLIC AFFAIRS SCHOOL 
IN THE NATION
#2 Public Management and Leadership
#3 Public Finance and Budgeting

HIGHEST PERCENTAGE 
of Josiah Meigs Distinguished Teaching Professors 
among all UGA schools and colleges

SCHOLARS
SPIA boasts 5 Rhodes Scholars, 6 Truman Scholars 
and 2 Marshall Scholars

LEARN MORE: SPIA.UGA.EDU

INTERNSHIPS
SPIA is home to the Emerging Leaders  
Internship Program, which provides students 
from disadvantaged backgrounds with  
opportunities to gain paid experiences in public 
policy and public administration in Georgia.

SURVEY RESEARCH CENTER
SPIA’s Survey Research Center is the only 
non-partisan polling operation in Georgia. 
Students are major participants in the  
Center’s work. The Atlanta Journal Constitution 
co-sponsors some SRC polls.

CREDIBILITY
A SPIA joint faculty-student publication 
appearing in the Journal of the American 
Medical Association Internal Medicine  
is among the most frequently mentioned  
science/health articles in the national press.

INTERNATIONAL
The Department of Public Administration and 
Policy administers a dual Master of Public  
Administration program for graduate students 
at the Seoul National University Graduate 
School of Public Administration in South Korea.

Enrollment
Undergraduate: 1,644
Graduate/Professional : 269
Total: 1,913

Number of Faculty: 60 

Number of Living Alumni: 15,000+ 

#6

o  SPIAUGA    |     t  uga_spia    |     l UGA_SPIA     |     h UGA SPIA     |     204 Candler Hall     |     706-542-4114

placement rate after 
graduation%92.8
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THEN

NOW
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THE RESULTS

Over 16,000 self-guided tour maps and 70,000 rack cards were printed and continue to be distributed at the Visitors Center.  
Online visitors have downloaded an additional 8,198 self-guided tour maps. Other units from around campus, including the 
Georgia Center for Continuing Education, use them for their visitor and conference participants. 

WHAT’S NEXT?

Wayfinding maps were  redesigned. The maps were redrawn and the index was 
simplified. Based on installation  location, each map was custom redesigned to 
include walking rings, area highlights, historical references and quick views for 
parking, bus stops and eateries . The university’s visual style, branding elements and 
messages were incorporated into the design. 

THEN

NOW

NOW THEN

CUSTOMIZING AN END-TO-END EXPERIENCE 
Observing and analyzing what our visitors wanted and needed in order to make their visit memorable and impactful opened up 
more communication possibilities. 

Our self-guided tour, once a 12-page print out of maps, building and paragraphs of text, was redesigned into a foldable tabloid 
remapped with featured campus areas, most popular attractions  and a walking guide to campus eateries. Along the way, we 
point out our place in history, our firsts, our honors and our commitment to the state of Georgia as its flagship university. 

“What’s next?” was a question most often overheard when a tour ended. The rack cards were designed to answer that question by 
providing more options based on an individual’s interest. Our in-house designers illustrated the journey.
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Our observations, along with surveys and analytics, will  provide 
more insights into how we can improve and expand our 
communication program to enhance the visitor experience.

REACTIONS TO  THE IMPROVED VISITOR EXPERIENCE

WHAT’S NEXT FOR US?
Our plans to review, evaluate and improve 
the communication program.

#UGA
@universityofga

https://vimeo.com/264124900/c81988b7ba

